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When you hear the phrase ‘Flash Cards’, what springs to mind? Playing snap, matching colours,

eagerly flashing cards in front of your little one’s face in the hope that they’ll know what the

heck you’re going on about? Let’s face it, sometimes it can be difficult to dream up interesting

ways of using these useful little cards, bursting with info – especially when you haven’t had your

first caffeine dose of the day.

That’s why Miles Kelly, along with the release of their new Flash Card sets, are asking parents

to come up with new, different ways of playing with Flash Cards with their kids. As is my motto

– normal is boring – why stick to what’s normal when you can have great fun finding new ways

to do things?

The Flash Cards

Big, sturdy, difficult to wrip. These cards are definitely made for little hands. They’re glossy too

so if you happen to get felt tip on them, it’ll wipe off which is more than I can say for my walls!
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As you can see my little cherubs have already attacked the box. Can’t keep anything new for

longer than five minutes in this house!!

The pack we received was all about shapes and colours. Half of the pack has a shape on one side

with an example of a real-life object in the same shape on the reverse. The other half is similar

but uses colour examples instead. The colours are bright, eye-catching and bold and I’m

impressed with the variety of shapes and colours included.
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Miles Kelly stock a range of these flashcards including wild animals, numbers and letters – all of

which follow a similar theme and style. Therefore they’re great for building up a little learning

collection.

What Game Did We Play?

Instead of trying to control the situation, I decided the best way of finding something fun to

play, would be to let the children decide for themselves.

Rowan my 2 year old daughter quite liked lining them all up into rows and then coordinating

them by colour. She also loved making me read each one to her which is probably the more

conventional way of doing it.

Isen, her twin brother used them as stepping stones. He’d spread them out on the floor and

then try to jump from one to another.
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The best game however was thought up by Alexander and which the twins soon also agreed

and joined in with.

Racing ramps!

The idea apparently is to line the cards up along the skirting board, with a trail leading across

the floor. Then you let your car slide down the slopes. Simples!

If you could have seen them playing with them, you’d understand my joy. Never before have I

seen them play for longer than an hour with one thing! (damn my photography skills)

Wrap-Up

Considering they’re only £5.99 per box these fun flash cards are definitely on  my ‘keepers’ list

(this is like a little black book of sorts. Helps me remember what they’ll actually play with so I’m

not wasting money). They promote learning through play and they have a myriad of uses
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beyond the norm, which makes a really versatile thing for little people. To find out more about

them, head on over to www.mileskelly.net and see what else you can do with them!

Do your children love flashcards? What games have they dreamed up with theirs? Let me know

in the comments!

Disclosure: I received a free pack of flash cards for the purpose of this review. All opinions and

thoughts are my own.
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Stacey's a Social Media Community Manager by day and a self-confessed Geek

by night. With boy/girl twins and an older son, she's got mum hacks coming out of

her ears. Likes: overpopulated book shelves and shiny things. Dislikes: wearing socks.
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